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Abstract—Massive machine-type communications (mMTC)
are expected to be one of the most primary scenarios in the
next-generation wireless communications and provide massive
connectivity for Internet of Things (IoT). To meet the demanding
technical requirements for mMTC, random access scheme with
efficient joint activity and data detection (JADD) is vital. In this
paper, we propose a compressive sensing (CS)-based grant-free
random access scheme for mMTC, where JADD is formulated
as a multiple measurement vectors (MMV) CS problem. By
leveraging the prior knowledge of the discrete constellation
symbols, we develop an orthogonal approximate message pass-
ing (OAMP)-MMV algorithm for JADD, where the structured
sparsity is fully exploited for enhanced performance. Moreover,
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is employed to learn
the unknown sparsity ratio of the a priori distribution and the
noise variance. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme
achieves superior performance over other state-of-the-art CS
schemes.

Index Terms—Compressive sensing, massive machine-type
communications, orthogonal approximate message passing, mul-
tiple measurement vectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive machine-type communications (mMTC) are poised

to provide ubiquitous and unprecedent connectivity for billions

of Internet of Things (IoT) devices [1], [2]. To this end, new

random access scheme with efficient joint activity and data

detection (JADD) is desirable in order to improve reliability

and simplify signaling overhead.

Compared with the current downlink-dominated wireless

network, the mMTC invoked by massive potential IoT devices

are uplink-dominated and have the features of sporadic traffic

with low rates and short package [1], [2]. Therefore, for

the mMTC scenario, the current grant-based random access

schemes, such as long term evolution (LTE), suffer from

the low access efficiency and high latency caused by the

complicated handshake procedure [3]. As a promising alterna-

tive, grant-free random access scheme has attracted significant

attention, where the devices can directly transmit data to the

base station (BS) without complicated handshaking process

[5]–[9].

On the other hand, due to the limited available spec-

trum, most grant-free access solutions have to rely on non-

orthogonal radio resources. In this case, how to optimize

JADD is a challenging issue. By exploiting the inherent

sparsity of sporadic traffic in mMTC, the JADD can be

formulated as a compressive sensing (CS) problem and solved

by typical sparse signal recovery algorithms [5]–[10]. The

prior work [4] has demonstrated that the CS-based multi-user

detector can outperform the traditional linear minimum mean

square error (LMMSE) detector when the level of user activity

is low. Furthermore, to exploit the temporal partial correlation

of device activity, a modified subspace pursuit (SP) algorithm

and a modified orthogonal match pursuit (OMP) algorithm

were proposed in [5] and [6], respectively, where the support

estimated previously was regarded as prior knowledge in the

next detection. In other work [7], [8], the device activity was

considered to remain unchanged during one frame so that

the block sparsity of random access signals in multiple slots

was leveraged for improved performance. However, the prior

knowledge of discrete constellation symbols was not utilized

in [5]–[8], and the matrix inversion that incurs high com-

putational complexity was inevitable. The joint-expectation

maximization-approximate message passing (joint-EM-AMP)

algorithm in [9] can effectively reduce the computational

complexity and learn the activity parameters by EM algorithm,

but the noise variance was required to be known. Similarly,

the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)-based iteration

detection scheme presented in [10] also required the noise

variance and user activity probability as prior knowledge.

In this paper, we design a beacon-aided grant-free massive

access scheme based on the orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (OFDM) systems for mMTC. An orthogonal

AMP-multiple measurement vectors (OAMP-MMV) algorith-

m is developed for JADD, where the prior knowledge of

discrete constellation symbol and the structured sparsity of

MMV model are fully exploited for improved performance.

Moreover, the unknown sparsity ratio of a priori distribution

and the noise variance can be learned by EM algorithm.

Simulation results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed

OAMP-MMV algorithm over state-of-the-art schemes.

Notation: The boldface lower and upper-case symbols de-

note column vectors and matrices, respectively. (·)∗, (·)T,

(·)H, (·)−1, E[·] and var[·] denote the conjugate, transpose,

conjugate transpose, inversion, expectation and variance op-

erators, respectively. ‖a‖2 is the �2 norm of a. diag(a) is a

diagonal matrix with elements of a on its diagonal. In denotes



the identity matrix of size n×n, and 0n denotes the vector of

size n with all the elements being 0. a ∼ CN (μ,Γ) denotes

that a obeys the complex Gaussian distribution with mean

vector μ and covariance matrix Γ. �e{·} denotes the real

part of the corresponding arguments and supp{·} denotes the

set of non-zero elements in a vector.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model of grant-free access scheme for mMTC

is presented in this section. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a single-

antenna BS serves K single-antenna IoT devices, where K
can be very large but only Ka (Ka � K) devices are active

in each OFDM symbol interval. The k-th device transmits data

symbol xk,t during the t-th OFDM symbol, where xk,t comes

from a modulation constellation set Ω = {a1, a2, · · · , aL}. If

the device is silent in this period, then xk,t equals zero, i.e.,

no signal is transmitted. To distinguish the signals of the k-

th device, xk,t is spread to M subcarriers through a unique

spreading sequence sk∈ C
M×1. At the BS, the received signal

yt∈ C
M×1 can be written as

yt =
K∑

k=1

Hkskαk,txk,t +wt

= Sxt +wt,

(1)

where Hk = diag
(
[h1,k, h2,k, · · · , hM,k]

T
)∈ C

M×M , hm,k

is the m-th subchannel between the k-th device and B-

S, αk,t is the binary activity indicator that equals one

when the k-th device is active and zero otherwise,

wt ∼ CN (
0M , σ2IM

)
is the additive white Gaussian

noise, S = [H1s1,H2s2, · · · ,HKsK ]∈ C
M×K and xt =

[α1,tx1,t, α2,tx2,t, · · · , αK,txK,t]
T∈ C

K×1.

Compared to the massive number of potential IoT devices

in mMTC, the number of radio resources for random access

M can be limited, i.e., M � K. In this case, traditional

linear detectors such as least-squares and LMMSE detectors

fail to solve this under-determined problem (1). However, due

to the sporadic traffic, the number of active devices Ka is

much smaller than K, which indicates that the data vector xt

is sparse. In view of this fact, the JADD can be formulated

as a single measurement vector (SMV) CS problem and can

be solved by some typical sparse signal recovery algorithms.

Furthermore, by stacking the received signals in multiple

continuous OFDM symbols, we can formulate the JADD as

an MMV CS problem to leverage the structured sparsity for

enhanced performance, which will be described in the next

section.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Overall Framework

The frame structure of the proposed beacon-aided grant-

free random access protocol can be shown in Fig.

1(b). Specifically, the BS periodically broadcasts a bea-

con for facilitating the synchronization and channel es-

timation at the devices. Define the estimated channel

Ĥk = diag([ĥ1,k, ĥ2,k, · · · , ĥM,k]
T)∈ C

M×M , we assume

(a)

K

T

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Active devices in mMTC are sparse. (b) For the proposed frame
structure, the beacon is periodically broadcast by the BS, and the activity of
devices remains unchanged in T OFDM symbols.

that HkĤ
−1
k = IM for simplicity. By taking the pre-

equalization at the devices, we have the equivalent sensing

matrix

S̃ =
[
H1Ĥ

−1
1 s1,H2Ĥ

−1
2 s2, · · · ,HKĤ−1

K sK

]
= [s1, s2, · · · , sK ] .

(2)

At the BS, by stacking the received data signals in T
continuous OFDM symbols, we have

Y = S̃X+W, (3)

where Y = [y1,y2, · · · ,yT ]∈ C
M×T , X = [x1,x2,

· · · ,xT ]∈ C
K×T and W = [w1,w2, · · · ,wT ]. It is assumed

that the activity of devices remains unchanged in T continuous

OFDM symbols, i.e.,

supp {x1} = supp {x2} = · · · = supp {xT } . (4)

Given S̃ and Y, the JADD is to estimate sparse X and

identify the active devices, which is an MMV CS problem. By

leveraging the sparsity structure in (4) as prior knowledge, we

can obtain the more accurate identification of active devices

and improved data detection.

Besides, the selection of spreading matrix impacts greatly

on the sparse signal recovery performance. Usually, both

Gaussian random matrix and partial unitary matrix1 can be

selected as sensing matrix S̃ [11]. Particulary, we adopt the

partial discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix as the sensing

matrix due to the following two reasons: (a) matrix inversion

can be avoided; (b) Unlike Gaussian random matrix with

arbitrary values, DFT matrix is rhythmic and determinate,

which facilitates quantization and storage.

The generation of partial DFT matrix is described as

follows. Define F∈ C
K×K as a DFT unitary matrix, i.e.,

FFH = IK , P∈ C
M×K as a selection matrix generated by

randomly extracting M rows from IK , we have S̃ = PF.

This definition will be applied in the sequel.

B. OAMP-MMV Algorithm for JADD

To leverage the sparsity structure in (4), we propose an

OAMP-MMV algorithm developed from OAMP algorithm

[11] for improved performance. The OAMP-MMV algorithm

is firstly summarized in Algorithm 1. Assume the distribution

1A matrix A∈ CM×K(M < K) is termed as partial unitary matrix if it
satisfies AAH = IM .



Algorithm 1: OAMP-MMV algorithm

Input: Y, S̃, Iiter.
Output: {x̂t}Tt=1, πf .
1: ∀k, t: Set iteration index i to 1. Initialize u0

t = 0K and
v0t = 1. λ0

k,t and (σ2)0t are initialized as [12].
2: for i = 1 to Iiter do
3: %LE Module:
4: ∀t: rit = ui−1

t + K
M
S̃H

(
yt − S̃ui−1

t

)
.

5: ∀t: τ i
t = K−M

M
vi−1
t + K

M
(σ2)i−1

t .
6: %NLE Module:
7: ∀k, t, l: gik,t,l = exp

(
− |al|2−2�e{a∗

l r
i
k,t}

τi
t

)
.

8: ∀k, t: πi
k,t =

[
1 + (1− λi−1

k,t )/(
λi−1
k,t

L

L∑
l=1

gik,t,l)

]−1

.

9: ∀k, t: μi
k,t = (πi

k,t

L∑
l=1

alg
i
k,t,l)/(

L∑
l=1

gik,t,l).

10: ∀k, t: γi
k,t = (πi

k,t

L∑
l=1

|al|2gik,t,l)/(
L∑

l=1

gik,t,l)− |μi
k,t|2.

11: ∀t: γ̄i
t =

1
K

K∑
k=1

γi
k,t, v

i
t =

(
1
γ̄i
t
− 1

τi
t

)−1

.

12: ∀k, t: Ci
t =

τi
t

τi
t−γ̄i

t
, ui

k,t = Ci
t

(
μi
k,t − γ̄i

t

τi
t
rik,t

)
.

13: %EM Update:
14: ∀t: Update (σ2)it using (10).
15: ∀k, t: Update λi

k,t using (11).
16: end for
17: ∀t: x̂t = μi

t, π
f = λi.

of data symbol sent by the k-th device during the t-th OFDM

symbol as

p (xk,t) = (1− λk,t) δ (xk,t) +
λk,t

L

L∑
l=1

δ (xk,t − al), (5)

where λk,t ∈ [0, 1] denotes the non-zero probability of xk,t

and can be termed as the sparsity ratio, δ(·) denotes the Dirac

function.

By combining the a priori distribution in (5) with additive

Gaussian noise model in [11, (16)], we can derive the approx-

imate posterior distribution of xk,t as

p (xk,t|rk,t) = (1− πk,t) δ (xk,t)+πk,t

L∑
l=1

gk,t,lδ (xk,t − al)

L∑
l=1

gk,t,l

,

(6)

where rk,t, gk,t,l and πk,t are given in lines 4, 7 and 8 of

Algorithm 1, respectively. Since the position of πk,t in the

posterior distribution is corresponding to λk,t in the a priori

distribution, πk,t can be termed as the posterior sparsity ratio.

Based on (6), the MMSE estimation can be obtained as the

final output.

In Algorithm 1, lines 4-5 make up the linear estimation

(LE) module of OAMP algorithm. Lines 7-12 show the non-

linear estimation (NLE) module, where the posterior mean μ
and variance γ are calculated in lines 9 and 10, respectively.

The output is the posterior mean μ in the final stage. Here

we omit the detailed derivation.

Note that taking the noise variance σ2 and sparsity ratio λ
as a priori knowledge is unavailable in practice. In this case,

the EM algorithm [12] can be exploited to learn the unknown

parameters, e.g., θ =
{
σ2
t , λk,t, ∀k, t

}
, through two iterative

steps

Q
(
θ,θi

)
= E

[
ln p (X,Y) |Y;θi

]
, (7)

θi+1 = argmax
θ

Q
(
θ,θi

)
, (8)

where i denotes the i-th iteration, E
[·|Y;θi

]
denotes the

expectation conditioned on Y with parameters θi. The pos-

terior distribution in (7) can be approximately replaced by

(6). The joint optimization of θ is intractable, we thus adopt

the incremental EM algorithm in our scheme, where one

parameter is updated at a time with other parameters fixed as

constants. By taking the partial derivative of (7) with respect

to each element of θ and zeroing the derivatives, the update

rules of θ can be obtained as

λi+1
k,t = πi

k,t, ∀k, t, (9)

(
σ2

)i+1

t
=

1

M

[∥∥∥yt − S̃μi
t

∥∥∥2
2
+

M

K

K∑
k=1

γi
k,t

]
, ∀t. (10)

The initialization of EM algorithm can be referred to [12].

It can be observed that λk,t in (9) is independently updated.

Since λk,t represents the non-zero probability of xk,t, the

update rule of λk,t can be improved by leveraging the sparsity

structure for enhanced performance. According to (4), we

assume that the transmitted signals from the k-th device in

T continuous OFDM symbols have the same sparsity ratio.

Therefore, in the proposed OAMP-MMV algorithm, we define

λk,t as

λi+1
k,1 = λi+1

k,2 = · · · = λi+1
k,T =

1

T

T∑
t=1

πi
k,t. (11)

The joint manipulation of posterior sparsity ratio πk,t ensures

that the sparsity structure of MMV problem can be learned in

the EM update rules and exploited in the MMSE estimation

of the next iteration.

The activity identification can be obtained according to

the posterior sparsity ratio πk,t output from the proposed

OAMP-MMV algorithm. In our scheme, a hard threshold-

based activity detector is developed as follows

α̂k =

{
1, πf

k ≥ Th,

0, otherwise,
∀k, (12)

where α̂k = 1 indicates that the k-th device is active, πf
k is the

posterior sparsity ratio in the final stage and Th is a threshold

determined empirically.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

OAMP-MMV algorithm for JADD in the grant-free massive

access. In simulations, we consider K = 500 potential IoT

devices and only Ka = 50 of them are active. The number

of measurements M = 70 and the active devices’ data adopts

the modulation of QPSK. The threshold of activity detector
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the different detection algorithms versus SNR with
T = 10: (a) Pe; (b) BER.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the different detection algorithms versus T
continuous OFDM symbols with SNR = 10 dB: (a) Pe; (b) BER.

Th is set to 1/3, implying that the cost of missed detection is

higher than that of false alarm. We define the error detection

probability of activity detection (Pe) and uncoded bit error

rate (BER) as follows

Pe =
1

K

K∑
k=1

|α̂k − αk|, BER = 1− Ns

KaT log2L
, (13)

where Ns denotes the number of correctly decoded bits of suc-

cessfully detected devices. Moreover, the considered baseline

algorithms includes AMP-MMV algorithm [13], simultaneous

weighted OMP (SWOMP) algorithm [14], generalized SP

(GSP) algorithm [15] and sparsity adaptive matching pursuit

(SAMP) algorithm [16], where the AMP-MMV algorithm

applies (11) to leverage the sparsity structure. The number

of iterations of AMP-MMV and OAMP-MMV algorithms is

set to 30.

Fig. 2 verifies the superiority of the proposed OAMP-

MMV algorithms against different signal-noise-ratios (SNR),

given the number of continuous OFDM symbols T = 10.

It can be observed that the AMP-MMV and OAMP-MMV

algorithms distinctly outperform the other three algorithms,

due to full exploitation of the prior knowledge of discrete

constellation symbols and the sparsity structure of MMV

problem. Moreover, the OAMP-MMV algorithm outperforms

the AMP-MMV algorithm due to its better robustness to non-

Gaussian sensing matrix. By contrast, the greedy algorithms

have poor performance even when SNR is relatively high.

Fig. 3 shows the performance against different T , when

SNR = 10 dB. Note that all algorithms perform poorly when

T = 2. The rationale is that the MMV model boils down

to the SMV model when T is much close to 1, resulting

in loss of sparsity structure. As T increases, the proposed

OAMP-MMV algorithm becomes superior to other baseline

algorithms. When T is larger than 9, the OAMP-MMV

algorithm achieves perfect activity identification, as shown in

Fig. 3(a), which demonstrates its significant gain by exploiting

sparsity structure.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a beacon-aided uplink grant-

free massive access scheme for mMTC. By formulating the

JADD as an MMV CS problem, we propose an OAMP-MMV

algorithm, where the prior knowledge of discrete constel-

lation symbols and the sparsity structure is fully exploited

for enhanced performance. In addition, the unknown sparsity

ratio of a priori distribution and the noise variance can be

learned through EM algorithm. Simulation results prove the

effectiveness of the proposed scheme and demonstrated its

superiority over its conventional counterparts.
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